After completing your two foundations courses, choose your next training from the topic area that best suits your training needs:

### Sex-Based Harassment Foundations
- Live Hearings for Higher Education
- Managing Retaliation Complaints
- Title IX Higher Education Decision-Maker
- Understanding Consent
- Writing Outcome Rationales
- Addressing Intimate Partner Violence
- Responding to Stalking

### Gender Equity Foundations
- Applying Policy in Investigations & Determinations
- Establishing a Violence Risk Assessment Process
- Informal Resolution Foundations
- Making Supportive Measures Count
- Managing Appeals
- Managing Intake, Jurisdiction, and Dismissals
- Revising Policies
- Structuring, Training, and Supervising the Title IX Team
- Implementing Title IX in the Health Professions
- Investigating Sex/Gender Discrimination & Disparate Treatment
- Navigating Title IX in Dual Enrollment Programs
- Interviewing Minors

### Support & Processes
- Assessing Climate
- Navigating Single-Sex Programs & Equitable Access
- Prevention, Program Assessment, and Partnerships
- Protecting Gender Diversity in Education
- Supporting Pregnancy, Parenting, & Related Conditions
- Navigating Single-Sex Programs & Equitable Access
- ADA/Section 504 Foundations
- Advanced ADA/Section 504
- DEI Foundations
- Title IX Compliance & Athletics
- Implementing Title IX in the Health Professions
- Investigating Sex/Gender Discrimination & Disparate Treatment
- Navigating Title IX in Dual Enrollment Programs
- Interviewing Minors

### Certification Courses:
- Courses (1-2 Day)

### ATIXA Best Practices Series:
- Seminars (2 Hours)
- Workshop (4 Hours)
- Recommended courses
  - Optional depending on role / institutional need